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From: Mike Sullivan 
Sent: April 11, 2022 1:40 PM
To: Office of the Legislative Counsel
Cc: info@loreleinicoll.ca; info@iainrankin.ca; info@kellyregan.ca; Premier; 

mlamacmaster@bellaliant.com; susancorkumgreekmla@gmail.com; barkhousemla@gmail.com; 
mlabradjohns@gmail.com; mlaritcey@bellalliant.com; Smith, Kent; info@trevorboudreau.ca; 
melissa.mlaoffice@gmail.com; infor@patricaarab.ca; claudiachendermla@gmail.com; 
lisalachancemla@gmail.com; pictoueastamanda@gmail.com; nolan.young@shelburnemla.ca; 
brianwongmla@gmail.com; ohnwhite@outlook.com; mla@northsidewestmount.ca; 
michellethompsonmla@gmail.com; tomtaggart@gmail.com; beckydruhan.mla@easrlink.ca; 
garyburrillmla@gmail.com; mla@esmithmccrossinmla.com; Minister, Natural Resources and 
Renewables; chrispalmermla@gmail.com; info@mombourquette.ca; kim.maslandmla@gmail.com; 
brendan@brendanmaguire.ca; pictouwestmla@bellaliant.com; mlahantseast@gmail.com; 
johnlohr@gmail.com; susanleblancmla@bellaliant.ca; info@coltonleblanc.ca; info@carmankerr.ca; 
jessomeben@gmail.com; keith@irvingmla.ca; tonyince@tonyincemla.ca; aryharrisonmla@gmail.com; 
suzyhalifaxneedam@gmail.com; info@alidualemla.ca; timhalmanmla@gmail.com; 
patdunnmla@bellaliant.com; rafah@rafahdicostanzo.com; tevecraigmla@gmail.com; 
kendracoombesmla@gmail.com; info@braedonclark.ca; ca@zachchurchill.com; 
hello@digbyannapolis.ca; keithbainmla@bellaliant.com; barbadamsmla@gmail.com

Subject: Bill #149 Financial Measures (2022) Act - Non -Resident Deed Transfer and Property Tax Proposals
Attachments: NSLAC letter 11 04 22 (1).pdf

** EXTERNAL EMAIL / COURRIEL EXTERNE **  
Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking on links / Faites preuve de prudence si vous ouvrez une pièce 
jointe ou cliquez sur un lien 

 
Dear Members of the Legislative Committee 
 
Please accept the attached letter for your consideration in respect of Bill #149. 
 
As a native Nova Scotian and a non‐resident property owner in the province, I am very concerned about the treatment 
of current and prospective non‐resident property owners under these ill‐conceived, punitive and discriminatory 
proposals. They will not cool the housing market, and will do long term harm to the economy and reputation of the 
province.  
 
Respectfully yours,  
 
Michael Sullivan 
 





poorer by the end of this Government’s mandate under this type short term approach to
economic issues.

Personal Impact

I grew up in Halifax, graduated from Saint Mary’s with a BComm (Honours) in 1981 and
obtained a Master’s of Arts in Economics from Queen’s in 1983 and then worked as an
economist for the Federal government for 32 years. In 2008 my wife and I bought a small plot of
land in Lunenburg County and in 2013/14 we built a vacation house where we spend three or
four months a year (except in 2020 and 2021 when it was very difficult to travel owing to
pandemic restrictions).

We have paid about $60,000 in property taxes and contributed about $1 million to the economy
of the province since 2008. This I would add without using government services like healthcare
and education.  Non-resident property owners are already paying higher taxes on average than
comparable properties owned by residents because the latter can cap their assessment. Under
these proposals our property taxes will triple to over $16,000; and, as a non-resident, we face
the prospect of indefinite future increases.  This amount is also approximately triple what we
currently pay for our home in Ottawa which is worth more than our property in Nova Scotia as a
result of an overheated real estate market in Ontario.

Using the budget process with no prior consultation or supporting discussion papers, other than
what appears to be a hastily crafted election campaign promise, effectively makes these
measures a retroactive tax increase.  We never would have invested in Nova Scotia in 2008 if
these discriminatory and punative tax measures were in place at that time.  Canadians expect
transparency and fairness from government with respect to significant tax changes. I am not
suggesting that our property taxes should never increase, but such a sudden and dramatic
increase clearly designed to drive us from the province is draconian.

We could avoid the tax penalty by renting our house to a Nova Scotia for 12 months at the price
of losing the enjoyment of our property.  We did not build our house in order to become
absentee landlords. Is it fair that I am asked to do this or suffer a financial penalty when Nova
Scotians are not being required to make the same sacrifice?  Nova Scotia has a population of
over one million people; surely there are many more second homes owned by resident Nova
Scotians than non-residents.  Surely the housing crisis could be solved by applying the same
tax measures to these folks according to the Houston government’s logic?  Is it fair that my new
neighbours, a wonderful couple from Halifax, who are building a second home across from mine
will pay one third of the property tax rate that I will if these proposals are enacted?
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Economic Impact

When facing a steep and unexpected tax increase as set out in these proposals, non-resident
property owners can sell, rent or try to avoid the tax by other means. When a large number of
vacation properties come on to the market, the value of ALL vacation properties, the vast
majority of which are owned by Nova Scotians will fall. The same will happen to boats and
sailing vessels although some will be removed physically from the province. The latter will hurt
yacht clubs and firms and individuals working in boating related industries. These burdens will
be borne by Nova Scotia residents and non-residents alike. Many non-residents will be forced to
sell, particularly seniors, lower income individuals, those who have inherited family cottages as
well as land owners planning to build in Nova Scotia. For non-resident property owners in more
remote areas it will be more difficult to find 12 month tenants or sell to Nova Scotians at a fair
market price.  The tax penalty is going to be a real burden for those with lower incomes and
seniors on a fixed income.

The April 7, 2022 Federal budget proposes a host of measures to cool housing prices in
Canada. One is a two year ban on most types of purchases of homes by non-Canadians that do
not intend to relocate to Canada. This will narrow the potential market of buyers to Nova Scotia
residents and those who want to move to the province. However, many non-resident owned
properties are located in rural areas removed from the HRM and other more urbanized areas
where the housing shortage is most acute.  Of course, a few non-resident property owners have
large, high priced properties outside of the HRM in Chester, in Lunenburg County and in Cape
Breton and elsewhere that are not affordable for young families or most people moving to the
province. In order to sell these properties, non-resident owners will have lower selling prices so
they can be purchased by well-off Nova Scotians. This may be politically attractive but it will do
nothing economically for the province. It’s simply transferring wealth to an already wealthy elite.
A predictable outcome of all the above will be fewer housing starts in rural Nova Scotia.

Some will rent, but it is a rather grand assumption that all will be affordable 12 month rentals to
Nova Scotians - many will use short term rentals to make up for increased taxes. Others to be
blunt will cheat.  Nothing is more likely to make an honest person turn for the worst than unfair
and punitive taxation.  Some will falsely claim permanent residency or engage in phony rentals
to friends and family.  Others will challenge assessments, refuse to pay and/or challenge the
government in court. This is going to tie up the courts and be a nightmare for tax officials in
Nova Scotia to administer for years to come. Those that choose to pay at the new rates may cut
back on other expenditures in the province.  After all, why should they support local businesses
in a province where they are not welcome?

Relocating your permanent residence to Nova Scotia is not a simple matter.  Most non-residents
have family and work commitments that keep them in another jurisdiction for part of the year.
Others have complex health care needs.  The bottom line is that using the tax system to alter in
a non-trivial way where you live and how you use your property when you do not have the right
to vote in the democratic decision making process is a gross violation of individual property
rights!
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Impact on Reputation

Nova Scotia is much better off today economically, socially and culturally compared to the 1970s
and 1980s when I was a student.  Brutal unemployment, out-migration, deindustrialization, racial
and religious division were the tenor of those times. After a century of economic decline, Nova
Scotia is growing, becoming more prosperous, more diverse and tolerant.  These are wonderful
developments, but not without challenges for healthcare, housing and young people.  I would
encourage members of the Committee to respond positively to these challenges in a way that
will enhance Nova Scotia’s reputation as a well governed province in Canada.

Nova Scotia could become a leading destination for talent, capital, innovation and recreation in
Canada, but these proposals send the wrong message to potential migrants, investors and
tourists. It’s reminiscent of the insular Nova Scotia of old. All of the factors I mentioned above
are highly mobile in the 21st Century - establishing a discriminatory land transfer and property
tax regime is going to disrupt labour and capital mobility.

Has the government thought through how these tax proposals will affect Nova Scotians who
need to work elsewhere on a temporary basis but want to retain property in the province even if
it's just a small cottage they can barely afford? In the same vein, what about members of the
Canadian Armed Forces or the RCMP?  Should they be forced to pay more taxes, or rent, or
sell while they are serving Canada in another province or country?  Non-residents are
ambassadors for Nova Scotia.  Why would anyone want to alienate the goodwill of non-resident
property owners, a group that actively promotes tourism by bringing friends and family to the
province?

Sophisticated companies operating in multiple provinces and countries are less likely to choose
Nova Scotia if tax policy in the province regarding buying and selling homes is radically different
than elsewhere.  The ability of large Nova Scotia based companies like Empire Company,
Emera and Clearwater Seafood to rotate executives and employees in and out of Nova Scotia
to enhance their business skills and experience will be impaired. There will be pressure for
special treatment, from large employers from the six-month period to take up permanent
residency or tax remissions. Is the Houston government going to favour large corporations with
exemptions and tax remission over individuals such as nurses, oil patch workers or tech startup
entrepreneurs?  Maybe make up the rules as problems come along as they inevitably will?
Businesses expect competitive, transparent and stable tax policies before they invest in a
jurisdiction, and these calculations go well beyond looking at corporate tax rates.

The goal of continuing to increase the population of Nova Scotia depends on attracting and
retaining people.  Increasing the housing supply is part of the solution, but as the Association of
Nova Scotia Realtors have submitted, these tax measures will not increase the supply of
affordable housing in regions where it is most needed.
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These tax proposals are also socially divisive because they target a small group -
“come-from-aways” - who already pay higher than average property taxes and cannot vote in
Nova Scotia elections.  It plays into the narcissism of small differences. Yes Nova Scotia is
special, but all of Canada is special. We are fortunate to live in a democratic, pluralistic country
where there is rule of law and most economic activity stems from well regulated free markets. I
disagree with the idea that people like me, non-residents that hail from Nova Scotia, should be
exempted.  These types of “Blood and Soil” arguments promote regional division. We are all
Canadians. Americans are our friends and neighbors. If you enact these proposals Nova
Scotia’s reputation as a friendly, welcoming place will be damaged for many years to come.

The Real Estate Market

Housing affordability is a serious national issue.  Both Federal and provincial governments are
addressing the problem. The Federal government intends to spend more on affordable housing
and, as previously mentioned, impose a two year ban on most types of residential homes
purchases by non-Canadians. Ontario and British Columbia have taken measures to discourage
residential property speculation by non-Canadians. The Federal government proposes to void
the capital gains exemption when a person or business entity flips a residential property within a
span of 12 months.  I ask Members of the Legislative Committee to consider whether Nova
Scotia’s proposals could be put on pause or toned down to see if these new developments cool
housing prices instead of pursuing such radical proposals.

I hope that the Committee has studies or more than anecdotal evidence that non-resident
property owners are disproportionately involved in real estate speculation or the short term
rental industry before enacting these measures.  It would be surprising that non-resident
property owners, who only make up about 4% of property owners in Nova Scotia, make an
outsized contribution to the current shortage of affordable housing. A much more likely
explanation is population growth and a slower pace of new housing starts during the pandemic.
If real estate speculation and short term rentals are driving the housing price increases, then
address these issues directly as many levels of government across Canada are already doing.

Ordinary economic forces may lower home prices in the near term. Inflation is forcing the Bank
of Canada to increase interest rates.  By 2023 the Bank of Canada is forecast to increase its
lending rate to 5%. A few economists predict a recession within 18 months. Also pandemic
induced construction slowdowns and supply chain disruptions are starting to ease meaning that
the inventory of housing will increase over the next few years.  All of the above will lower
housing prices and strongly suggest that the non-resident tax proposals are far more radical
than what may be necessary to cool housing prices.

The non-resident tax proposals are forecast to raise $35-$40 million more than the
approximately $30 million that the province intends to spend on affordable housing. This alone
clearly supports a much lower increase than that proposed in the Budget. If the additional tax
revenues are intended to support healthcare, would it not be more straightforward to argue for
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more Federal healthcare transfers based on Nova Scotia’s greater need to service a
disportionately older population?

The Federal taxes I pay in Ontario help support Federal transfer payments to Nova Scotia.
Discriminatory and punative taxes will undermine support for the current transfer payment
system in Ontario.  In Western Canada there are loud voices, such as Premier Kenny,
demanding transfer payment reform. All Canadians deserve reasonably equivalent levels of
government services, but I hasten to add that the transfer payment formula can change with a
change of Federal government. What if other provinces follow suit to punish Nova Scotia?
Nobody wins under these scenarios.

PEI is the only province with a non-resident property tax system that discriminates against other
Canadians. Non-residents pay a 50% surcharge.  It also has restrictions on the size and
location of land purchases to preserve land for agricultural and fishing industries for Islanders.
Yet PEI continues to have the same issues with housing supply and affordability.  Also the two
provinces are hardly comparable. PEI is tiny, almost entirely rural, and it only produces seasonal
commodities like potatoes and seafood. It’s highly dependent on Federal transfers. It is so
clannish that a sizable percentage of its population opposed the construction of the
Confederation Bridge.  Even its tourist industry centres on low value, short stay visits in July and
August. It has no cultural attractions beyond a fictitious character from children's novels, Anne of
Green Gables.  Nova Scotia scores higher on every economic and cultural indicator.  Surely
Nova Scotia can do better than try to emulate PEI!

Conclusion

The government of Nova Scotia should not rush these budget measures through the legislative
process.  They need to be subjected to a full cost benefit analysis and public hearings before
taking such a momentous decision that will inflict disproportionate pain on individuals and
families which will, ultimately, damage the economy and reputation of Nova Scotia.

Recommendations

1. These proposals should be abandoned. Once taxes are imposed they are rarely
eliminated or lowered. It is better to avoid a mistake than trying to correct one after it is
committed.

2. The government of Nova Scotia can take direct, effective and fair measures to cool the
housing market.  These include:

- introducing measures to reduce real estate speculation,
- prohibiting blind bidding for real estate transactions,
- streamlining municipal planning processes and eliminating dysfunctional bylaws to allow

more urban density,
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- restricting or eliminating short term rentals hosted by AirBnB and other similar platforms
in problematic regions such as the HRM,

- eliminating caps on real estate assessments for all second homes in Nova Scotia,  and
- imposing a luxury tax on all second homes in Nova Scotia assessed at $500,000 or

more for a period of one or two years.

3. If the government of Nova Scotia is intent on passing the proposed non-resident tax
measures, regardless of the evidence and submissions before the Legislative
Committee, there are amendments that the Committee could make to mitigate the
proposals.  These include:

- removing the retroactive application of the proposals by grandfathering existing
non-resident property owners as of April 1, 2022; or in lieu of grandfathering,

- reducing the 2% rate per $100 of assessed property value to .5% so that the rate will be
better aligned with the $30 million budgeted for affordable housing,

- allowing non-resident property owners to cap their property assessment value as of April
1, 2022,

- limiting the non-resident tax measure to one or two years, and
- exempting Canadian Armed Forces and RCMP personnel and veterans.

I recognize that some of the recommendations above involve taxing full time residents to help
pay for affordable housing as well as interfering with their ability to profit from short term rentals.
Citizens are willing to pay more taxes when they are broad based and fair, where the increase is
modest and when they believe that the government will spend the proceeds wisely for the
benefit of all. Narrowly targeting a small group of property owners with an excessive tax
increase designed to drive them out of Nova Scotia will prove to be a tragic mistake.

Yours respectfully,
Michael Sullivan
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